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welcome to Aqualux
The modern bathroom is now one of the key areas of a house that must

be functional and design conscious to provide a haven for relaxation. 

Aqualux are setting a standard in shower enclosure design with stunning

new products and innovative features. The AquaSpace range of 

walk-in enclosures harmonise spacious showering with quality finishing,

including bamboo footboards. The new Walk-in Modular Shower Panels

provide versatile fitting options for any size bathroom and can be

installed as a wet room fit or on a tray.

Pura, is a minimalistic, floating glass design combined with slimline bar

handles. Pura is further enhanced with 8mm toughened safety glass that

is coated for easy cleaning. Both Pura and AquaSpace are backed by

the Aqualux lifetime guarantee.

Tuff-Max shower trays are available in two options. Tuff-Max Lite 

is a lightweight tray designed to be strong and durable to give

uncompromised performance, while Tuff-Max Easy Plumb has 

an adjustable leg system for easy installation.

The Crysta and Florenta steam cabins reflect the Aqualux ethos of

functional design. They offer the perfect way to unwind from the fast

pace of modern living.

Aqualux have a reputation for using quality materials and innovative

design, so whichever showering product you chose you will have peace

of mind as well as full support from

our customer services department

and fleet of trained technicians.

Customer Services:

Tel: 0870 241 6131

Fax: 0870 241 6132

Email: enquiries@aqualux.co.uk



the ranges
AquaSpace

Spacious walk-in enclosures in a polished silver effect finish with integral 

glass shelving and towel rail.

Pura

Sleek, modern, frameless designs of shower enclosures and bath screen 

all in 8mm toughened safety glass.

Elite Modern

These inspiring semi-frameless enclosures and bath screens have curved

lines in a choice of polished silver effect or white frame finish.

Elite Xtra

Functional enclosures with 54mm adjustment for easier installation and

4mm toughened safety glass.

Elite Classic

Versatile range of enclosures and bath screens with clean simple lines 

with new style handles and towel rail, a choice of finish and glass design.

Aquarius Xtra

An addition to the Aquarius range with extra adjustment and 

4mm toughened glass, wiithout additional cost.

Aquarius 

A comprehensive range of practical enclosures and bath screens in 

3mm toughened safety glass.

Euro

Enclosures and bath screens of high quality and low budget.

Tuff-Trays

Comprehensive range of trays, including easy plumb, cast stone 

and lightweight.

Steam Cabins

Choice of Crysta or Florenta, all with stunning design and modern features.
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The ultimate in sophistication – unique, design-led enclosures all with a generous

showering space, seamlessly linked with a drying area. The range of walk-in

designs are packed with features, polished silver effect finishes, wet room fitting

option, new bamboo footboards, 

stylish towel rails and 

practical glass shelving.  

We’re so confident of their 

quality that we offer a 

Lifetime Guarantee on all 

Aquaspace products.
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New for 2008, these extremely versatile, floating glass panels come

in a selection of five sizes and provide an unique way of creating the

perfect showering area for you. With striking, polished silver floor 

to ceiling fixing, the panels can be used individually or combined to

form enclosed showering areas. These sleek panels can be used 

with a tray or on their own in a wet room fit.

walk-in modular
shower panels

AquaSpace

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
2000mm

● Extra features:
floor to ceiling fixing

Size Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
(width)
700mm polished silver clear 675mm - 695mm FEN0730AQU
800mm polished silver clear 775mm - 795mm FEN0731AQU
900mm polished silver clear 875mm - 895mm FEN0732AQU
1000mm polished silver clear 975mm - 995mm FEN0733AQU
1200mm polished silver clear 1175mm - 1195mm FEN0734AQU

walk-in modular shower panels

adjustment 8mm toughened
glass

The floor to ceiling fixing is 2.5m high and can easily be cut down

to accommodate the height of your ceiling. Each walk-in modular

shower panel comes complete with a floor to ceiling fixing which

can be used with or without a shower tray.

easy clean

walk-in modular shower panel
in polished silver effect with
clear glass fitted with a tray

walk-in modular shower panels 
in polished silver effect with 
clear glass as a wet floor fit
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Introducing a totally new look for walk-throughs, this design has real

presence, with two drying areas, each having our new bamboo slatted

footboards and a showering area with enough space for you to express

yourself! The Corner Walk-through has a stylish easy-reach towel rail and

two integral glass shelves. 

corner walk-through
AquaSpace

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
towel rail
integral glass shelves
new bamboo footboards

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening

1500mm x 1500mm polished silver clear 473mm 20mm FEN0536AQU

corner walk-through shower panel and side panels

corner walk-through in polished silver effect with clear glass

wet room conversion kit see page 18

adjustment

easy clamp
glass system

6mm
toughened
glass

Size Colour Height Aqualux Code

1500mm x 1500mm white 65mm FTR0217AQU

corner walk-through tray & footboards

This adaptable enclosure can 

also be used for a wet room fit 

by simply combining with two 

of the Aqualux Wet Room

Conversion Kits, see page 20 

for full details and order code.
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The AquaSpace Walk-through enclosure and shower tray 

is now more versatile with the addition of two sizes of 

side panel. Modern design and simple styling allows 

this enclosure to transform a bathroom into a spacious

showering experience. Bamboo footboards create two

drying areas, whilst the easy glide door system allows

access from either side. A 2 metre extension rail is also

available to fit a larger recess space, which can be cut

down. The Walk-through is the perfect way to create a 

wet room feel.

walk-through
AquaSpace

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra feature:
new bamboo footboards

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening

900mm x 1700mm polished silver clear 488mm* 1643mm - 1703mm FEN0530AQU
*This is the door opening for a recess fit only.

walk-through shower panel

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening

900mm polished silver clear 465mm 862mm - 882mm FEN0532AQU
1000mm polished silver clear 465mm 962mm - 982mm FEN0531AQU

walk-through side panel

adjustment

8mm toughened
glass

walk-through and side panel in polished silver effect with clear glass

walk-through recess fit in polished silver effect 

reversible 
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Size Colour Height Aqualux Code

1700mm x 900mm white 70mm FTR0091AQU
1700mm x 1000mm white 70mm FTR0090AQU

walk-through tray & footboards

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening

2000mm polished silver n/a n/a max 2072mm* FEN0534AQU
*Can be cut down to fit a smaller recess.

walk-through 2m extension rail
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The versatile new AquaSpace Walk-around is a roomy

shower enclosure with separate drying area and curved

bamboo footboard. Practical glass shelves and a

matching polished silver effect towel rail add to the

elegant styling of this enclosure. Available in left or right

hand entry for corner installation.

The Walk-around can also be used for a wet room 

fit by simply combining with the Aqualux Wet Room

Conversion Kit, see page 20 for full details and 

order code.

walk-around
AquaSpace

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening

1322mm x 1500mm polished silver clear 458mm 20mm FEN0529AQU

walk-around shower panel and side panel

walk-around right hand entry in polished silver effect with clear glass

wet room conversion kit see page 18

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
towel rail
integral glass shelves
new bamboo footboard

adjustment reversible 

easy clamp
glass system

6mm
toughened
glass

left hand
entry option
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Size Hand Colour Height Aqualux Code
Entry

1322mm x 1500mm left white 65mm FTR0212AQU
1322mm x 1500mm right white 65mm FTR0213AQU

walk-around tray & footboard
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Distinctively angular, this clever, compact design ensures

you’ll shower in style. With space to spare, this walk-in

enclosure incorporates a splash screen and bamboo

footboard. Available for left or right hand entry, the door-free

design and handy towel rail make this a modern, functional

shower enclosure.

square walk-in
AquaSpace

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra feature:
towel rail
new bamboo footboard

Size Hand Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Entry Opening

1000mm x 1500mm left polished silver clear 473mm 20mm FEN0660AQU/LH
1000mm x 1500mm right polished silver clear 473mm 20mm FEN0660AQU/RH

square walk-in shower panels and side panel

square walk-in left hand entry option in polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment 6mm
toughened
glass 

right hand entry option

showerblade glass cleaner
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Size Hand Colour Height Aqualux Code
Entry

1000mm x 1500mm left white 65mm FTR0214AQU
1000mm x 1500mm right white 65mm FTR0215AQU

square walk-in tray & footboard
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b-shape left hand entry option in polished silver effect with clear glass
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Designed to suit a corner installation, the B-shape Walk-in

enclosure combines a curvaceous showering area and drying

area. Available in left or right hand entry options with a frameless

pivot door and stylish handle to ensure splash-free use. 

b-shape walk-in
AquaSpace

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1850mm

● Extra feature:
stylish handle

showerblade glass cleaner

Size Hand Frame Finish Glass Door Aqualux Code
Entry Opening

800mm x 1400mm left polished silver clear 531mm FEN0422AQU
800mm x 1400mm right polished silver clear 531mm FEN0421AQU

b-shape walk-in including tray

adjustment

6mm toughened
glass

left hand
entry option
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Ultimate luxury, the Walk-in Wet Room provides two options 

for the modern bathroom. Create a seamless showering space 

with separate drying area by installing the Walk-in with integral

shower tray. Also available without a side panel for a recess fit.

Alternatively the Walk-in can also be installed in a wet room by

walk-in 

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
towel rail 
new bamboo footboard

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Shower Panel Aqualux Code
Opening Adjustment

1400mm x 800mm polished silver clear 630mm 20mm FEN0124AQU
1400mm x 900mm polished silver clear 630mm 20mm FEN0125AQU
1700mm x 900mm polished silver clear 780mm 20mm FEN0126AQU

walk-in shower panel

adjustment reversible 

easy clamp
glass system

6mm
toughened
glass

AquaSpace

integral tray and bamboo footboard

wet room conversion kit see page 18
simply combining with

the Aqualux Wet Room

Conversion Kit, see

page 20 for full details

and order code.
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walk-in right hand entry option in
polished silver effect with clear glass

Size Frame Finish Glass Side Panel Aqualux Code
Adjustment

800mm polished silver clear 20mm FEN0127AQU
900mm polished silver clear 20mm FEN0128AQU

walk-in side panel
Size Colour Height Aqualux Code

800mm x 1400mm white 55mm FTR0041AQU
900mm x 1400mm white 55mm FTR0042AQU
900mm x 1700mm white 55mm FTR0043AQU

walk-in tray & footboard
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walk-in with wet room conversion kit

wet room conversion kit

Wet rooms provide the ultimate luxury in the modern bathroom. The AquaSpace, easy to install, Wet Room Conversion Kit is the easy way

to transform an enclosure into a modern wet room. Suitable for use with AquaSpace Corner Walk-through, Walk-around and Walk-in

enclosures only.

Wet Room fitting guidelines: 

The Wet Room Conversion Kit is

designed to be used in conjunction 

with a proprietary wet floor solution. 

Before fitting the enclosure the wet floor

must be prepared. This will involve a

waste, appropriate falls for drainage and

a sealing membrane. The membrane

can be finished with tiles. It is essential

the floor is fully sealed before

commencing the screen fit. The screen

system locates on easy fit wall channels

and is retained by curved brace bars. 

It has a combination of wall channel

spacers and adjustable support feet 

on the outer edge of each screen. 

This allows the product to conform to 

a variety of wet floor fall gradients.

NOTE: The Walk-in Wet Room Conversion 
Kit cannot be used with the Walk-in 
Modular Shower Panels.

wet room conversion kit
AquaSpace

Colour Aqualux Code

silver FTR0133AQU

wet room conversion kit
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The elegant minimalism of the frameless look is complimented

by clean-lines to create striking and stylish design features,

which bring inspirational balance to your showering experience.

With its 8mm easy-clean anti-calc glass, saloon door styling,

integral glass shelves, 25mm adjustment, gel magnet door seal,

chrome fittings and handles, Pura is not only beautiful in its

simplicity, but also superbly practical, and available in capacious

sizes upwards of 900mm.

Pura comes with a lifetime guarantee.
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The frameless, floating glass styling of the Pura Pivot Door will make a

statement in any bathroom. The large streamlined handle, matching towel rail

and integral glass shelves are both modern and practical. The smooth glide

hinges make for easy door opening. Available as door only for a recess fit or

with a side panel for a complete enclosure. 

pivot door
Pura

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
stylish handle
towel rail on side panel
integral glass shelves

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening Panel

900mm  polished silver clear 494mm 279mm 860mm - 910mm FEN0631AQU
1000mm  polished silver clear 594mm 279mm 960mm - 1010mm FEN0632AQU

pivot door recess fit

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Fixed Door Side Panel Aqualux Code
Opening Panel Adjustment Adjustment

900mm x 900mm polished silver clear 554mm 279mm 862mm - 887mm 862mm - 887mm FEN0633AQU
1000mm x 1000mm polished silver clear 654mm 279mm 962mm - 987mm 962mm - 987mm FEN0634AQU

pivot door and side panel

adjustment

8mm
toughened
glass

easy clean

pivot door recess fit in polished
silver effect with clear glass

reversible
doors

gel magnet
closing
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pivot door and side panel in polished silver effect with clear glass
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The Pura Corner Entry with its slimline bar handles combines

both a large showering area with space saving design. The

integral glass shelves are both practical and stylish, with

smooth opening hinged doors even smaller bathrooms can

benefit from Pura’s sleek minimalistic vision. Available to suit

900mm and 1000mm shower trays.

corner entry
Pura

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
stylish handle
integral glass shelves

adjustment

8mm
toughened
glass

corner entry in polished silver effect with clear glass

Size Frame Glass Door Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Panel

900mm x 900mm polished silver clear 812mm 266mm 862mm - 887mm FEN0637AQU
1000mm x 1000mm polished silver clear 908mm 291mm 962mm - 987mm FEN0638AQU

corner entry

pura hinge detail

easy clean

gel magnet
closing
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One large hinged door that swings open easily but closes

securely for a watertight seal. The Pura Single Door Quadrant

with its modern, sleek styling is available in two sizes, with a

reversible door allowing it to be hung for left or right hand entry.

This enclosure will blend into any bathroom.

single door
quadrant

Pura

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
stylish handle
integral glass shelves

adjustment

8mm
toughened
glass

single door quadrant in polished silver effect
with clear glass

showerblade glass cleaner

Size Frame Glass Door Fixed Adjustment Corner Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Panel Radius

900mm polished clear 660mm 339mm 862mm - 887mm 550mm FEN0639AQU
x 900mm silver
1000mm polished clear 660mm 439mm 962mm - 987mm 550mm FEN0640AQU
x 1000mm silver

single door quadrant

easy clean

reversible
door

gel magnet
closing
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double door quadrant in polished silver effect with clear glass
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The Pura Double Door Quadrant benefits from two centre opening

hinged doors inviting you to a blissful showering experience. With sleek,

long bar handles and integral glass shelves it’s a stylish and practical

enclosure, to suit 900mm and 1000mm quadrant shower trays.

double door
quadrant

Pura

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
stylish handle
integral glass shelves

adjustment

8mm
toughened
glass

double door quadrant

easy clean

pura bar handle

Size Frame Glass Door Fixed Adjustment Corner Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Panel Radius

900mm polished clear 794mm 279mm 862mm - 887mm 550mm FEN0641AQU
x 900mm silver
1000mm polished clear 794mm 379mm 962mm - 987mm 550mm FEN0642AQU
x 1000mm silver

gel magnet
closing
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The minimum of fuss combined with the maximum of space

in this extension of the classic quadrant shape. A spacious

showering area, with frameless, floating glass styling and

streamlined bar handles make this a luxurious enclosure.

The enclosure is reversible for fitting with either a left or right

hand off-set quadrant shower tray.

double door 
off-set quadrant

Pura

● Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra features:
stylish handle
integral glass shelves

adjustment

8mm
toughened
glass

double door off-set quadrant in polished silver effect with clear glass

showerblade glass cleaner

Size Frame Glass Door Long Fixed Short Fixed Short Side Long Side Corner Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Panel Panel Adjustment Adjustment Radius

900mm x 1200mm polished silver clear 794mm 579mm 279mm 862mm - 887mm 1162mm - 1187mm 550mm FEN0643AQU

double door off-set quadrant

easy clean

reversible
door

gel magnet
closing
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Size Frame Glass Door Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Panel

925mm x 1050mm polished silver clear 912mm 552mm 885mm - 910mm  FEN0647AQU
Enclosure door width is fixed at 1014mm.

d-shape quadrant

d-shape quadrant

The Pura D-shape Quadrant is a contemporary twist on the

conventional, corner installation quadrant. The large, frameless

double hinged doors open outwards to give full width access

to the showering area. Integral glass shelves on either side

and long, sleek bar handles give this enclosure a modern feel.

Pura

● Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1900mm

● Extra feature:
stylish handles
integral glass shelves

d-shape in polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment

8mm
toughened
glass

easy clean

gel magnet
closing
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Elite Modern is a range of enclosures to inspire when

designing a bathroom. The curved soft lines of the

Elite Modern enclosures are perfect for creating a 

bathroom retreat. They come in a choice of styles

with clear or frosted glass patterns. All Elite Modern

enclosures benefit from a 10 year guarantee.
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The Bow Front Slider has gentle curved lines and sleek styling which will

complement a classic or contemporary bathroom setting. It boasts a

large showering area with an easy access sliding door. There is a choice

of a recess fitting option or use with a side panel to create an enclosure.

bow front slider 
Elite Modern

● Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

● Glass pattern:
clear

● Height:
1850mm

● Extra features:
towel rail
stylish handle

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Opening Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
1200mm x 835mm white clear 470mm 1148mm - 1188mm FEN0307AQU

polished silver clear 470mm 1148mm - 1188mm FEN0308AQU

bow front slider recess

Size Colour Height Aqualux Code
1200mm x 835mm white 55mm FTR0013AQU
The Bow Front Slider shower tray is specific to this product only. 

bow front shower tray

adjustment

reversible
doors

toughened
glass: 
4mm panels
5mm door

showerblade glass cleaner
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bow front slider & side panel in polished silver effect

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Door Side Panel Aqualux Code
Opening Adjustment Adjustment

1200mm white clear 470mm 1170mm - 1190mm 800mm - 820mm FEN0310AQU
x 835mm polished silver clear 470mm 1170mm - 1190mm 800mm - 820mm FEN0311AQU
The Bow Front Slider shower tray is specific to this product only. 

bow front slider & side panel
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Size Frame Glass Door Depth Width Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Adjustment Adjustment

1200mm x 780mm white clear 470mm 747mm - 767mm 900mm - 920mm FEN0313AQU
polished silver clear 470mm 747mm - 767mm 900mm - 920mm FEN0314AQU

compact walk-in

Size Hand Colour Height Aqualux Code
Entry

1200mm x 780mm left white 55mm FTR0014AQU
1200mm x 780mm right white 55mm FTR0040AQU

compact walk-in shower tray

compact walk-in
The Compact Walk-in is perfect for those who want the open styling of 

a walk-in enclosure but are limited on space. It comes with a wooden

footboard in a choice of polished silver effect or white frame finish.

Elite Modern

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
stylish handle

compact walk-in left hand entry in
polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment left or right
hand option

toughened
glass: 
4mm panel
5mm door

left hand integral shower tray
and footboard

The Compact Walk-in
shower tray is specific to
this product only. 
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The Elite Modern Off-set

Quadrant is a spacious

showering enclosure with

easy glide doors and comes

in a choice of two glass

patterns, clear or frosted.

off-set quadrant 
Elite Modern

off-set quadrant right hand entry in polished silver effect with frosted glass

off-set quadrant
Size Frame Glass Door Short Side Long Side Corner Aqualux 

Finish Opening Adjustment Adjustment Radius Code
900mm x 760mm white clear 455mm 722mm - 742mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0327AQU

polished silver clear 455mm 722mm - 742mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0328AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 722mm - 742mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0329AQU

900mm x 800mm white clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0330AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0331AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 762mm - 782mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0332AQU

1000mm x 800mm white clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 962mm - 982mm 550mm FEN0336AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 962mm - 982mm 550mm FEN0337AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 762mm - 782mm 962mm - 982mm 550mm FEN0338AQU

1200mm x 800mm white clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 1162mm - 1182mm 550mm FEN0161AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 1162mm - 1182mm 550mm FEN0162AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 762mm - 782mm 1162mm - 1182mm 550mm FEN0316AQU

1200mm x 900mm white clear 455mm 862mm - 882mm 1162mm - 1182mm 550mm FEN0163AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 862mm - 882mm 1162mm - 1182mm 550mm FEN0164AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 862mm - 882mm 1162mm - 1182mm 550mm FEN0317AQU

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened glass: 
4mm panels
6mm doors

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
stylish handle

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted
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The beautifully curved Augmented Quadrant

has frameless pivot doors with watertight

magnetic gel seals. This spacious enclosure will

add a light and airy feel to any bathroom.

augmented quadrant
Elite Modern

augmented quadrant in
polished silver effect

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Opening

900mm x 900mm polished silver clear 600mm 865mm - 885mm FEN0236AQU

augmented quadrant

Size Colour Height Aqualux Code

900mm x 900mm white 75mm FTR0069AQU
The Augmented Quadrant shower tray is specific to this product only. 

augmented quadrant shower tray

adjustment

toughened glass:
4mm panels
5mm doors

� Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
stylish handles
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d-shape quadrant
The D-shape Quadrant is a contemporary take on a traditional

quadrant. Having frameless sliding doors and a sleek appearance,

this enclosure has a spacious showering area and will make a

statement in any bathroom.

Elite Modern

d-shape quadrant
Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code

Finish Opening
1050mm x 925mm white clear 620mm 875mm - 895mm FEN0333AQU

polished silver clear 620mm 875mm - 895mm FEN0334AQU

adjustment

toughened
glass: 
4mm panels
6mm doors

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
stylish handles

new style
handles

d-shape quadrant in polished silver effect with clear glass
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Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Corner Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Radius

800mm x 800mm white clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 550mm FEN0298AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 762mm - 782mm 550mm FEN0299AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 762mm - 782mm 550mm FEN0300AQU

900mm x 900mm white clear 455mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0301AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0302AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 862mm - 882mm 550mm FEN0303AQU

1000mm x 1000mm white clear 455mm 962mm - 982mm 550mm FEN0239AQU
polished silver clear 455mm 962mm - 982mm 550mm FEN0238AQU
polished silver frosted 455mm 962mm - 982mm 550mm FEN0304AQU

quadrant

quadrant

The Elite Modern Quadrant now comes in

three size options including the 1000mm 

for larger showering areas in both polished

silver and white finishes. Its clean lines and

frameless, easy glide sliding doors make this

enclosure a perfect choice for any bathroom.

Elite Modern

quadrant in polished silver effect with frosted glass

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
stylish handles

adjustment

toughened glass:
4mm panels
6mm doors
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Elite Xtra is available in frameless and framed Pivot doors, which are available

as door only for a recess fit or with a side panel to create a corner enclosure.

Xtra adjustment: 54mm adjustment for 

increased installation flexibility. 

Xtra flexability: A comprehensive 

range to suit all applications and all 

products are available in silver and 

white frame finishes.

Xtra features: Side panels come 

complete with an integral towel rail 

and stylish handle on the Frameless 

Pivot door option. 

Xtra value: The Elite Xtra 

range comes at no 

extra cost.

Xtra peace of mind: 

The Xtra collection carries 

a 10 year guarantee, 

so you can be assured 

of quality products.
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The Xtra Frameless Pivot Door has improved corner posts and is suitable for use in a recess or combined with a side panel to form an

enclosure. Three sizes of side panels and two sizes of extension panels are available separately, see page 46 for dimensions 

and order codes.

frameless pivot door
Elite Xtra

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra features:
integral towel rail with 
side panel
stylish handles

frameless pivot door & side panel in polished silver effect with clear glass

frameless pivot door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 513mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0451AQU

polished silver clear 513mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0452AQU
800mm x 800mm white clear 553mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0454AQU

polished silver clear 553mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0455AQU
900mm x 900mm white clear 653mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0457AQU

polished silver clear 653mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0458AQU

adjustment gel magnet
closing

reversible
doors

toughened
glass:
4mm panel
6mm door
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� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
integral towel rail with 
side panel

framed pivot door
This classic styled Xtra Framed

Pivot Door can be used on its

own for a recess fit or combined

with a side panel to create an

enclosure. The extra flexible

54mm of adjustment makes

installation easier. 

Three sizes of side panels and

two sizes of extension panels

are available separately, see

page 46 for dimensions and

order codes.

Elite Xtra

framed pivot door in polished silver effect with clear glass

framed pivot door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 501mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0460AQU

polished silver clear 501mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0461AQU
800mm x 800mm white clear 541mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0463AQU

polished silver clear 541mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0464AQU
900mm x 900mm white clear 641mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0466AQU

polished silver clear 641mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0467AQU

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened
glass:
4mm panel
4mm door
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The Xtra Bi-fold Door makes 

the most of available space in a

bathroom with an inward opening

door. Available either as a recess 

fit or to create an enclosure by 

adding a side panel which comes

complete with an integral towel rail. 

Three sizes of side panels and two

sizes of extension panels are

available separately, see page 46

for dimensions and order codes.

bi-fold door
Elite Xtra

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
integral towel rail with 
side panel

bi-fold door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 533mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0469AQU

polished silver clear 533mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0470AQU
800mm x 800mm white clear 573mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0472AQU

polished silver clear 573mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0473AQU
900mm x 900mm white clear 673mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0475AQU

polished silver clear 673mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0476AQU

bi-fold door & side panel in white with clear glass

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened glass:
4mm panel
4mm door
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The Xtra Sliding Door is

perfect for when space allows

for a larger showering area.

This easy to install door has 

a superior wheel system for

easy glide opening. 

Three sizes of side panels

and two sizes of extension

panels are available

separately, see page 46 for

dimensions and order

codes.

Elite Xtra

sliding door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
1000mm white clear 407mm 955mm - 1009mm FEN0478AQU

polished silver clear 407mm 955mm - 1009mm FEN0479AQU
1100mm white clear 457mm 1055mm - 1109mm FEN0481AQU

polished silver clear 457mm 1055mm - 1109mm FEN0482AQU
1200mm white clear 507mm 1155mm - 1209mm FEN0484AQU

polished silver clear 507mm 1155mm - 1209mm FEN0485AQU

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
integral towel rail with 
side panel

sliding door in polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened glass:
4mm panel
4mm door

sliding door
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A selection of side panels and extension panels compatible with Elite Xtra Frameless Pivot Door,

Framed Pivot Door, Bi-fold Door and Sliding Door.

side and extension panels
Elite Xtra

framed pivot door in polished
silver with a 400mm  polished

silver extension panel and a
polished silver side panel

side panel (sold separately)

Size Frame Glass Side Panel Aqualux Code
Finish Adjustment

760mm white clear 720mm - 764mm FEN0496AQU
polished silver clear 720mm - 764mm FEN0497AQU

800mm white clear 760mm - 804mm FEN0499AQU
polished silver clear 760mm - 804mm FEN0500AQU

900mm white clear 860mm - 904mm FEN0502AQU
polished silver clear 860mm - 904mm FEN0503AQU

1000mm white clear 960mm - 1004mm FEN0551AQU

extension panels (sold separately)

Size Frame Glass Aqualux Code
Finish

300mm white clear FEN0368AQU
polished silver clear FEN0369AQU

400mm white clear FEN0365AQU
polished silver clear FEN0366AQU

side panel 40mm
extension profiles
(sold separately)

Finish Aqualux 
Code

white FEN0339AQU
polished silver FEN0240AQU

Extension profiles are not suitable for
use with a Sliding Door or Corner Entry.
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The Xtra Corner Entry comes in a choice of three sizes and benefits from the increased, 54mm adjustment. Magnetic door

seals provide secure closing and the superior wheel system allows for easy glide opening.

corner entry
Elite Xtra

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
1850mm

corner entry in
white with clear
glass

corner entry
Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code

Finish Opening
760mm x 760mm white clear 400mm 715mm - 742mm FEN0487AQU

polished silver clear 400mm 715mm - 742mm FEN0488AQU
800mm x 800mm white clear 428mm 755mm - 782mm FEN0490AQU

polished silver clear 428mm 755mm - 782mm FEN0491AQU
900mm x 900mm white clear 500mm 855mm - 882mm FEN0493AQU

polished silver clear 500mm 855mm - 882mm FEN0494AQU

adjustment gel magnet
closing

4mm toughened
glass
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Elite Classic is a versatile range of shower enclosures with

clean simple lines, integral towel rail and new style handles

that will enhance any bathroom scheme. Elite Classic

enclosures are available in clear and frosted glass and

benefit from a 10 year guarantee.
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This streamlined classic Frameless Pivot Door is suitable for use in a recess or combined with a side panel to form an enclosure. Fits

beautifully within a modern or classic bathroom. Three sizes of side panels and 40mm extension profiles are available separately,

see page 49 for dimensions

and order codes.

frameless pivot door
Elite Classic

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra features:
integral towel rail with 
side panel
stylish handles

frameless pivot door & side panel in polished silver effect with clear glass

frameless pivot door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 550mm 728mm - 761mm FEN0244AQU

polished silver clear 550mm 728mm - 761mm FEN0245AQU
polished silver frosted 550mm 728mm - 761mm FEN0246AQU

800mm x 800mm white clear 565mm 769mm - 802mm FEN0247AQU
polished silver clear 565mm 769mm - 802mm FEN0248AQU
polished silver frosted 565mm 769mm - 802mm FEN0249AQU

900mm x 900mm white clear 600mm 863mm - 896mm FEN0250AQU
polished silver clear 600mm 863mm - 896mm FEN0251AQU
polished silver frosted 600mm 863mm - 896mm FEN0252AQU

adjustment gel magnet
closing

reversible
doors

toughened
glass:
4mm panel
6mm door

frosted glass
pattern
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� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

� Height:
1850mm

� Extra feature:
integral towel rail with 
side panel

framed pivot door
This classic styled Framed Pivot

Door with clean lines is available

as a separate door for a recess

fit or combined with a side panel

to create an enclosure. The door

can be hung for left or right hand

opening offering extra flexibility.

Three sizes of side panels 

and 40mm extension profiles

are available separately, see

page 49 for dimensions and

order codes.

Elite Classic

framed pivot door & side panel in polished silver effect with frosted glass

framed pivot door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 520mm 728mm - 761mm FEN0318AQU

polished silver clear 520mm 728mm - 761mm FEN0319AQU
polished silver frosted 520mm 728mm - 761mm FEN0320AQU

800mm x 800mm white clear 565mm 769mm - 802mm FEN0321AQU
polished silver clear 565mm 769mm - 802mm FEN0322AQU
polished silver frosted 565mm 769mm - 802mm FEN0323AQU

900mm x 900mm white clear 610mm 863mm - 896mm FEN0324AQU
polished silver clear 610mm 863mm - 896mm FEN0325AQU
polished silver frosted 610mm 863mm - 896mm FEN0326AQU

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened
glass:
4mm panel
4mm door
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To make the most of available space in a bathroom, fit an inward opening Bi-fold Door. Available in three size options and can be fitted

either as a recess door or to create an enclosure by adding a side panel which comes complete with a matching towel rail. Three

sizes of side panels and 40mm extension profiles are available separately, see page 49 for dimensions and order codes.

bi-fold door
Elite Classic

l Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

l Height:
1850mm

l Extra feature:
integral towel rail with 
side panel

bi-fold door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 530mm 727mm - 755mm FEN0253AQU

polished silver clear 530mm 734mm - 758mm FEN0254AQU
polished silver frosted 530mm 734mm - 758mm FEN0255AQU

800mm x 800mm white clear 570mm 769mm - 797mm FEN0256AQU
polished silver clear 570mm 769mm - 797mm FEN0257AQU
polished silver frosted 570mm 769mm - 797mm FEN0258AQU

900mm x 900mm white clear 710mm 863mm - 891mm FEN0259AQU
polished silver clear 710mm 863mm - 891mm FEN0260AQU
polished silver frosted 710mm 863mm - 891mm FEN0261AQU

bi-fold door & side panel in polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened
glass:
4mm panel
4mm door

frosted glass
pattern
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sliding
door
The Elite Classic Sliding Door

offers simple styling and a

large showering area. This

easy to install door can be

used without a side panel to

create a recess enclosure.

Three sizes of side panels

and 40mm extension

profiles are available

separately, see below.

Elite Classic

sliding door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
1000mm white clear 410mm 964mm - 992mm FEN0262AQU

polished silver clear 410mm 964mm - 992mm FEN0263AQU
polished silver frosted 410mm 964mm - 992mm FEN0264AQU

1100mm white clear 430mm 1064mm - 1092mm FEN0265AQU
polished silver clear 430mm 1064mm - 1092mm FEN0266AQU
polished silver frosted 430mm 1064mm - 1092mm FEN0267AQU

1200mm white clear 530mm 1164mm - 1192mm FEN0268AQU
polished silver clear 530mm 1164mm - 1192mm FEN0269AQU
polished silver frosted 530mm 1164mm - 1192mm FEN0270AQU

l Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

l Height:
1850mm

l Extra feature:
integral towel rail with 
side panel

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened
glass:
4mm panel
4mm door

side panel (sold separately)

Size Frame Glass Side Panel Aqualux Code
Finish Adjustment

760mm white clear 746mm - 773mm FEN0289AQU
polished silver clear 746mm - 773mm FEN0290AQU
polished silver frosted 746mm - 773mm FEN0291AQU

800mm white clear 787mm - 814mm FEN0292AQU
polished silver clear 787mm - 814mm FEN0293AQU
polished silver frosted 787mm - 814mm FEN0294AQU

900mm white clear 881mm - 908mm FEN0295AQU
polished silver clear 881mm - 908mm FEN0296AQU
polished silver frosted 881mm - 908mm FEN0297AQU

side panel 40mm
extension profiles
(sold separately)

Finish Aqualux 
Code

white FEN0339AQU
polished silver FEN0240AQU

sliding door & side panel in polished silver effect with clear glass
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Elite Classic

A selection of side panels and extension panels compatible with Elite Xtra Frameless Pivot Door,

Framed Pivot Door, Bi-fold Door and Sliding Door.

side and extension panels

frameless pivot door in polished silver with a
400mm polished silver extension panel 

side panel (sold separately)

Size Frame Glass Side Panel Aqualux Code
Finish Adjustment

760mm white clear 720mm - 764mm FEN0496AQU
polished silver clear 720mm - 764mm FEN0497AQU

800mm white clear 760mm - 804mm FEN0499AQU
polished silver clear 760mm - 804mm FEN0500AQU

900mm white clear 860mm - 904mm FEN0502AQU
polished silver clear 860mm - 904mm FEN0503AQU

extension panels (sold separately)

Size Frame Glass Aqualux Code
Finish

300mm white clear FEN0368AQU
polished silver clear FEN0369AQU

400mm white clear FEN0365AQU
polished silver clear FEN0366AQU

side panel 40mm
extension profiles
(sold separately)

Finish Aqualux 
Code

white FEN0339AQU
polished silver FEN0240AQU

Extension profiles are not suitable for
use with a Sliding Door or Corner Entry.
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The Corner Entry doors slide back smoothly

to allow easy access without causing an

obstruction. The clear and frosted glass keep

a light and airy feel to make showering an

enjoyable experience.

corner entry
Elite Classic

l Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

l Height:
1850mm

corner entry
Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code

Finish Opening
760mm x 760mm white clear 420mm 744mm - 759mm FEN0271AQU

polished silver clear 420mm 744mm - 759mm FEN0272AQU
polished silver frosted 420mm 744mm - 759mm FEN0273AQU

800mm x 800mm white clear 490mm 784mm - 799mm FEN0274AQU
polished silver clear 490mm 784mm - 799mm FEN0275AQU
polished silver frosted 490mm 784mm - 799mm FEN0276AQU

900mm x 900mm white clear 560mm 884mm - 899mm FEN0277AQU
polished silver clear 560mm 884mm - 899mm FEN0278AQU
polished silver frosted 560mm 884mm - 899mm FEN0279AQU

adjustment

4mm toughened
glass

corner entry in polished silver effect  with clear glass
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The Aquarius Xtra range with its clean simple lines provides 

an easy fit solution. Available in Pivot door for a recess fit 

or with a side panel, suitable for left or right hand fitting. 

Xtra adjustment: 54mm adjustment for increased installation

flexibility. 

Xtra flexability: Select products have additional size options,

providing a more comprehensive range to suit all applications 

and all products are available in silver and white frame finishes.

Xtra features: Benefits from increased glass thickness.

Xtra value: The Aquarius Xtra range comes at no extra cost.

Xtra peace of mind: The Xtra collection

carries a 10 year guarantee, so you

can be assured of quality products.
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The Aquarius Xtra Pivot Door with its clean

simple lines provides an easy fit solution. It

is suitable for use in a recess or combined

with a side panel to form an enclosure.

Three sizes of side panels are available

separately, see page 54 for dimensions

and order codes.

pivot door
Aquarius Xtra

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Height:
1850mm

pivot door in pearl silver effect with clear glass

pivot door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 480mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0511AQU

pearl silver clear 480mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0514AQU
800mm x 800mm white clear 520mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0512AQU

pearl silver clear 520mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0515AQU
900mm x 900mm white clear 620mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0513AQU

pearl silver clear 620mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0516AQU

adjustment reversible doors

toughened glass:
4mm panel
4mm door
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Xtra means increased 54mm

adjustment, extra glass thickness 

and extra flexibility, whilst retaining 

an easy glide door mechanism and

secure magnetic door closing seals.

The Aquarius Xtra Bi-fold can be

supplied as door only for a recess 

fit or with a side panel. Three sizes 

of side panels are available

separately, see page 54 for

dimensions and order codes.

bi-fold door
Aquarius Xtra

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear

l Height:
1850mm

bi-fold door
Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code

Finish Opening Adjustment
760mm x 760mm white clear 476mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0505AQU

pearl silver clear 476mm 715mm - 769mm FEN0508AQU
800mm x 800mm white clear 516mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0506AQU

pearl silver clear 516mm 755mm - 809mm FEN0509AQU
900mm x 900mm white clear 616mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0507AQU

pearl silver clear 616mm 855mm - 909mm FEN0510AQU
1000mm x 1000mm white clear 716mm 955mm - 1009mm FEN0535AQU

bi-fold door in pearl silver effect with clear glass

adjustment reversible
doors

toughened glass:
4mm panel
4mm door
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The Aquarius Xtra Side Panel is available in a choice of three sizes and in pearl silver effect or white to match the doors.

side panel
Aquarius Xtra

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear

l Height:
1850mm

side panel
Size Frame Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code

Finish
760mm white clear 715mm - 769mm FEN0517AQU

pearl silver clear 715mm - 769mm FEN0520AQU
800mm white clear 755mm - 809mm FEN0518AQU

pearl silver clear 755mm - 809mm FEN0521AQU
900mm white clear 855mm - 909mm FEN0519AQU

pearl silver clear 855mm - 909mm FEN0522AQU
1000mm white clear 955mm - 1009mm FEN0551AQU

bi-fold door & side panel in pearl silver effect with clear glasspivot door & side panel in white with clear glass

adjustment 4mm toughened
glass
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With a comprehensive range of shapes and

sizes, in a clean and simple style, there’s an

Aquarius shower enclosure for every

bathroom. All Aquarius enclosures come

with a 10 year guarantee.
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Aquarius

pivot door & side panel in pearl silver effect with clear glass
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pivot door &
side panel
For those who prefer the easier option the Pivot Door

& Side Panel comes as a combination pack to suit a

760mm square tray.  

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass pattern:
clear
ribbon

l Height:
1850mm

adjustment

3mm toughened
glass

reversible doors

Size Frame Glass Door Door Panel Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Adjustment Adjustment

760mm x 760mm white ribbon 530mm 720mm - 760mm 720mm - 740mm FS6721AQU
pearl silver clear 530mm 720mm - 760mm 720mm - 740mm FS6797AQU

pivot door & side panel

pivot door & side panel in white with ribbon glass
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Aquarius

pivot door
The Aquarius Pivot Door is a versatile

option. Use for a recess fit or to

create a square enclosure combine

with a side panel. For a rectangular

enclosure use a side panel and

extension panel. When using a

760mm frame on an 800mm tray 

use two 20mm extension profiles. 

See page 60.

pivot door in white with ribbon glass

Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Adjustment

700mm x 700mm white clear 480mm 670mm - 710mm FS6600AQU
white ribbon 480mm 670mm - 710mm FS6601AQU
pearl silver clear 480mm 670mm - 710mm FS6605AQU

760mm x 760mm white clear 530mm 720mm - 760mm FS6610AQU
white ribbon 530mm 720mm - 760mm FS6611AQU
pearl silver clear 530mm 720mm - 760mm FS6780AQU

900mm x 900mm white clear 640mm 870mm - 910mm FS6630AQU
white ribbon 640mm 870mm - 910mm FS6631AQU
pearl silver clear 640mm 870mm - 910mm FS7278AQU

* for use with a 800mm x 800mm tray 20mm extension profiles will be needed, see page 60.

pivot door recess

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
ribbon

l Height:
1850mm

adjustment

3mm toughened
glass

reversible doors
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Aquarius

adjustment

3mm toughened
glass

reversible doors

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
ribbon

l Height:
1850mm

bi-fold door 
Where space is limited the Bi-fold Door is perfect. The doors slide back smoothly allowing a larger opening. Can be used

for a recess or fitted with a side panel, extension panel or extension profiles to create larger enclosures. See page 60.

Size Frame Glass Door Door Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Adjustment

700mm x 700mm white ribbon 480mm 670mm - 710mm FS6641AQU
760mm x 760mm white ribbon 540mm 720mm - 760mm FS6651AQU

pearl silver clear 540mm 720mm - 760mm FS20180AQU
900mm x 900mm white ribbon 700mm 870mm - 910mm FS6671AQU

pearl silver clear 700mm 870mm - 910mm FS6675AQU
* for use with a 800mm x 800mm tray 20mm extension profiles will be needed, see page 60.

bi-fold door 

bi-fold door in white with ribbon glass, shown with a side panel
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Aquarius

side panel, extension panels &
extension profiles

A side panel can be used to create

a square enclosure with either a

pivot or bi-fold door or to make 

a larger rectangular enclosure 

add an extension panel as well.

pivot door, side panel & extension panel in white 

Size Frame Glass Side Panel Aqualux Code
Finish Adjustment

700mm white clear 670mm - 690mm FS6680AQU
white ribbon 670mm - 690mm FS6681AQU
pearl silver clear 670mm - 690mm FS6685AQU

760mm white clear 720mm - 740mm FS6690AQU
white ribbon 720mm - 740mm FS6691AQU
pearl silver clear 720mm - 740mm FS6781AQU

900mm white clear 870mm - 890mm FS6710AQU
white ribbon 870mm - 890mm FS6711AQU
pearl silver clear 870mm - 890mm FS7279AQU

side panel

Size Frame Aqualux Code
Finish

20mm white FS6830AQU
pearl silver FS6832AQU

extension profile
Size Frame Glass Aqualux Code

Finish
300mm white ribbon FS6761AQU
400mm white clear FS6770AQU

white ribbon FS6771AQU
pearl silver clear FS6783AQU

extension panel

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
ribbon

l Height:
1850mm

adjustment 3mm toughened
glass

To use a 760mm wide door or
side panel on a 800mm tray
extend using 20mm extension
profiles.
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telescopic corner entry
Aquarius

Size Frame Finish Glass Door Opening Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
760mm - 800mm white ribbon 700mm 740mm - 810mm FS9702AQU

pearl silver clear 700mm 740mm - 810mm FS9710AQU

telescopic corner entry

adjustment 3mm toughened
glass

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass patterns:
clear
ribbon 

l Height:
1850mm

The Telescopic Corner Entry is an efficient use of space especially in a smaller bathroom or ensuite. The simple clean lines give

this enclosure a spacious feel.

corner entry in white with ribbon glass

showerblade glass cleaner
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quadrant
Aquarius

The smooth curves of the

Quadrant make it a popular

choice for its aesthetic appeal.

It has easy glide doors which

have magnetic gel door closure

for a watertight seal. 

quadrant in pearl silver effect with clear glass

Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Corner Aqualux Code
Finish Opening Radius

800mm x 800mm white clear 400mm 775mm - 795mm 550mm FS20510PRM
pearl silver clear 400mm 775mm - 795mm 550mm FS20515PRM

900mm x 900mm white clear 500mm 875mm - 895mm 550mm FS20520PRM
pearl silver clear 500mm 875mm - 895mm 550mm FS20525PRM

quadrant

adjustment gel magnet
closing

3mm toughened
glass

l Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Height:
1850mm
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A smaller collection the Euro range is a 

practical option in two door styles and 

two tray sizes with a white frame 

finish. The contemporary 

patterned glass will bring 

a clean fresh look to 

any bathroom.
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pivot door & side panel
Euro

l Available frame finishes:
white

l Glass patterns:
stripe

l Height:
1850mm

The Pivot Door & Side Panel brings a fresh feel to the bathroom.

It comes in a white frame finish with a white stripe patterned

glass in two sizes. While the Corner Entry is a space saving

shower enclosure with easy glide, corner sliding doors. 

corner entry

pivot door & side panel in white with striped glass

corner entry in white with striped glass

Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Finish Opening

760mm x 760mm white stripe 530mm 735mm - 750mm FS6384AQU
800mm x 800mm white stripe 550mm 775mm - 790mm FS6390AQU

pivot door & side panel

Size Frame Glass Door Adjustment Aqualux Code
Finish Opening

800mm x 800mm white stripe 700mm 775mm - 790mm FS6385AQU

corner entry

adjustment 3mm toughened
glass

reversible
pivot door 
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Our collection of Tuff-Trays are the perfect complement to the

Aqualux range of shower enclosures and come in four ranges;

Tuff-Max Lite, Tuff-Max Easy Plumb, Tuff-Stone and Tuff-Lite.

There is a tray for every installation from cast stone to super

lightweight, all are guaranteed to provide strength and

durability and come with a 12 month guarantee.
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E A S Y  P L U M BE A S Y  P L U M B

The beauty of the Tuff-Max Easy Plumb trays is that everything is supplied; 120mm skirt, adjustable legs and

waste. These trays make installation of a shower tray easy, with easy acess to the supplied waste. The trays 

are constructed from a composite resin with encapsulated base board providing intense strength and durability.

The legs can be adjusted from 10cm to 16cm and have clear, easy to read markings. When all legs have been

set to the correct height they can be locked into position and the skirt can be clipped onto the tray.

tuff-max easy plumb square shower tray

underside of shower tray with skirt, adjustable legs and waste

tuff-max easy plumb rectangle shower tray

tuff-max easy plumb
quadrant shower tray
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B

C

A

D

B

C
A

D

B

C

C

A

B

C

D

A

Shape Colour Tread Tray Size Height A B C D Max Height Radius Aqualux Code
with skirt

Quadrant White Smooth 800mm x 800mm 60mm 800mm 800mm 498mm n/a 180mm 550mm FTR0107AQU
White Smooth 900mm x 900mm 60mm 900mm 900mm 598mm n/a 180mm 550mm FTR0108AQU
White Smooth 1000mm x 1000mm 60mm 1000mm 1000mm 698mm n/a 180mm 550mm FTR0128AQU

Off-set Quadrant LH White Smooth 1200mm x 800mm 60mm 800mm 1200mm 498mm 898mm 180mm 550mm FTR0109AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 900mm 60mm 900mm 1200mm 598mm 898mm 180mm 550mm FTR0111AQU

Off-set Quadrant RH White Smooth 1200mm x 800mm 60mm 800mm 1200mm 498mm 898mm 180mm 550mm FTR0110AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 900mm 60mm 900mm 1200mm 598mm 898mm 180mm 550mm FTR0112AQU

Square White Smooth 760mm x 760mm 60mm 760mm 760mm 200mm n/a 180mm n/a FTR0235AQU
White Smooth 800mm x 800mm 60mm 800mm 800mm 200mm n/a 180mm n/a FTR0119AQU
White Smooth 900mm x 900mm 60mm 900mm 900mm 200mm n/a 180mm n/a FTR0120AQU
White Smooth 1000mm x 1000mm 60mm 1000mm 1000mm 200mm n/a 180mm n/a FTR0121AQU

Rectangle White Smooth 1200mm x 760mm 60mm 1200mm 760mm 200mm 200mm 180mm n/a FTR0124AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 800mm 60mm 1200mm 800mm 200mm 200mm 180mm n/a FTR0125AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 900mm 60mm 1200mm 900mm 200mm 200mm 180mm n/a FTR0126AQU

D-shape Quadrant White Smooth 1050mm x 925mm 60mm 925mm 1050mm 725mm 525mm 180mm 525mm FTR0127AQU

B

C

C

A

square tray quadrant tray off-set quadrant tray

d-shape trayrectangular tray

tuff-max easy plumb d-shape quadrant shower tray

adjustable legs wasteleg adjustment
from 10cm to
16cm

tuff-max easy plumb left hand off-set quadrant shower tray
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B

C

A

D

B

C
A

DB

C

C

A

B

C

D

A

Shape Colour Tread Tray Size Height A B C D Radius Aqualux Code
Quadrant White Smooth 800mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 800mm 498mm 498mm 550mm FTR0168AQU

White Smooth 900mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 900mm 598mm 598mm 550mm FTR0169AQU
White Smooth 1000mm x 1000mm 55mm 1000mm 1000mm 698mm 698mm 550mm FTR0170AQU

Offset Quadrant LH White Smooth 1200mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 1200mm 498mm 898mm 550mm FTR0171AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 1200mm 598mm 898mm 550mm FTR0173AQU

Offset Quadrant RH White Smooth 1200mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 1200mm 498mm 898mm 550mm FTR0172AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 1200mm 598mm 898mm 550mm FTR0174AQU

Square White Smooth 800mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 800mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0181AQU
White Smooth 900mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 900mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0182AQU
White Smooth 1000mm x 1000mm 55mm 1000mm 1000mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0183AQU

Rectangle White Smooth 1000mm x 760mm 55mm 760mm 1000mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0184AQU
White Smooth 1000mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 1000mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0185AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 760mm 55mm 760mm 1200mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0186AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 1200mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0187AQU
White Smooth 1200mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 1200mm 200mm 200mm n/a FTR0188AQU

D Quadrant White Smooth 1050mm x 925mm 55mm 925mm 1050mm 725mm 525mm 550mm FTR0189AQU

B

C

C

A

square tray quadrant tray off-set quadrant tray d-shape tray rectangular tray

Combining lightness, strength, durability and exquisite design the new slim

line range of Tuff-Max Lite trays are a perfect combination with any shower

enclosure. Constructed using high grade acrylic sheet and backed with a

reinforced lattice structure the Tuff- Max Lite tray is guaranteed to give you

uncompromised performance. 

tuff-max lite rectangular shower tray tuff-max lite square shower tray

tuff-max lite quadrant
shower tray

tuff-max lite d-shape shower tray tuff-max lite right hand off-set quadrant shower tray
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Tuff-Stone are a heavy weight shower trays, resin filled for dependable strength,

containing a minimum of 80% stone. The stylish trays have a distinctive raised surface.

The Easy Plumb Shower Trays feature removeable front and side panels allowing easy

access for plumbing and galvanised adjustable feet for flexibility in installation.

B

C

A

DB

C

C

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

A

D

C

Shape Colour Tread Tray Size Height A B C D Radius Aqualux Code
Square Square* White Fan 760mm x 760mm 55mm 770mm 770mm 200mm n/a n/a FS21040AQU
Square Round* White Smooth 760mm x 760mm 55mm 770mm 770mm 200mm n/a n/a FS21041AQU
Square White Raised 760mm x 760mm 110mm 770mm 770mm 200mm n/a n/a FS21042AQU

White Raised 800mm x 800mm 110mm 810mm 810mm 205mm n/a n/a FS21043AQU
White Raised 900mm x 900mm 110mm 910mm 910mm 200mm n/a n/a FS21044AQU
White Raised 770mm x 770mm** 190mm 770mm 770mm 160mm 385mm n/a FS21045AQU
White Raised 800mm x 800mm** 190mm 810mm 810mm 170mm 405mm n/a FS21046AQU
White Raised 900mm x 900mm** 190mm 910mm 910mm 175mm 455mm n/a FS21047AQU

Quadrant White Raised 800mm x 800mm 110mm 805mm 805mm 510mm n/a 550mm FS21057AQU
White Raised 900mm x 900mm 110mm 905mm 905mm 600mm n/a 550mm FS21058AQU
White Raised 1000mm x 1000mm 80mm 1000mm 1000mm 730mm 730mm 550mm FTR0055AQU

Off-set Quadrant R/H White Raised 760mm x 900mm 80mm 760mm 900mm 490mm 630mm 550mm FTR0064AQU
White Raised 800mm x 900mm 80mm 800mm 900mm 530mm 630mm 550mm FTR0062AQU
White Raised 800mm x 1000mm 80mm 800mm 1000mm 530mm 730mm 550mm FTR0060AQU
White Raised 1200mm x 800mm 110mm 800mm 1200mm 530mm 930mm 550mm FS21062AQU
White Raised 1200mm x 900mm 110mm 900mm 1200mm 630mm 930mm 550mm FS21063AQU

Off-set Quadrant L/H White Raised 760mm x 900mm 80mm 760mm 900mm 490mm 630mm 550mm FTR0063AQU
White Raised 800mm x 900mm 80mm 800mm 900mm 530mm 630mm 550mm FTR0061AQU
White Raised 800mm x 1000mm 80mm 800mm 1000mm 530mm 730mm 550mm FTR0059AQU
White Raised 1200mm x 800mm 110mm 800mm 1200mm 530mm 930mm 550mm FS21064AQU
White Raised 1200mm x 900mm 110mm 900mm 1200mm 630mm 930mm 550mm FS21065AQU

Rectangular White Raised 760mm x 1000mm 110mm 1000mm 760mm 180mm 500mm n/a FTR0070AQU
White Raised 800mm x 1000mm 110mm 1000mm 800mm 180mm 500mm n/a FTR0071AQU
White Raised 900mm x 1000mm 110mm 1000mm 900mm 180mm 500mm n/a FTR0072AQU
White Raised 760mm x 1100mm 110mm 1100mm 760mm 180mm 550mm n/a FTR0073AQU
White Raised 800mm x 1100mm 110mm 1100mm 800mm 180mm 550mm n/a FTR0074AQU
White Raised 900mm x 1100mm 110mm 1100mm 900mm 180mm 550mm n/a FTR0075AQU
White Raised 760mm x 1200mm 110mm 1210mm 770mm 190mm n/a n/a FS21069AQU
White Raised 800mm x 1200mm 110mm 1210mm 810mm 190mm n/a n/a FS21070AQU
White Raised 900mm x 1200mm 110mm 1210mm 910mm 185mm n/a n/a FS21071AQU
White Raised 760mm x 1200mm** 190mm 1210mm 770mm 190mm 605mm n/a FS21072AQU
White Raised 800mm x 1200mm** 190mm 1210mm 810mm 170mm 600mm n/a FS21074AQU

* inside tray shape available in two options square or round
** easy plumb trays, includes a set of 4 adjustable feet and 2 removable panels

B

C

C

A

D

square tray quadrant tray off-set quadrant tray pentagon tray rectangular tray

easy plumb
option

tuff-stone left hand off-set quadrant shower tray tuff-stone square round shower tray
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B

C

A

CB

C

C

A

Shape Colour Tread Tray Size Height A B C Radius Aqualux Code
Square White Smooth 760mm x 760mm 55mm 760mm 760mm 180mm n/a FS20400AQU

White Smooth 800mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 800mm 180mm n/a FS20405AQU
White Smooth 900mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 900mm 180mm n/a FS20410AQU
White Smooth 760mm x 760mm 90mm 760mm 760mm 180mm n/a FS20090AQU

Quadrant White Smooth 800mm x 800mm 55mm 800mm 800mm 180mm 550mm FS20415AQU
White Smooth 900mm x 900mm 55mm 900mm 900mm 180mm 550mm FS20420AQU

Rectangular White Smooth 760mm x 1200mm 55mm 1200mm 760mm 180mm n/a FS20425AQU
White Smooth 800mm x 1200mm 55mm 1200mm 800mm 180mm n/a FS20430AQU

B

C

C

A

square tray quadrant tray rectangular tray

Tuff-Lite are our lightest range of shower trays. 

Although 70% lighter than stone trays these acrylic 

capped trays are hardwearing and impact resistant 

for lasting durability. Designed for improved drainage 

and installation Tuff-Lite trays are a slimline option.

tuff-lite rectangular shower tray
tuff-lite quadrant shower tray

tuff-lite square shower tray
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Bath screens are a stylish and neater 

alternative to a shower curtain. 

They are easy to clean and give 

a bathroom a more spacious feel. 

Aqualux have added some 

sleek new designs to its range 

which echo the styling and 

features of its shower enclosures. 

Bath screens
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New to the Aqualux range is the P-bath and

Over Bath Screens. This versatile corner or

recess fit, space saving option combines a

generous showering and large bathing area.

Create either a fully enclosed showering area

with two screens or a splash screen using just

the front bath screen. Finished in polished

silver effect with matching stylish handles and

towel rail.

p-bath

l Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Screen height:
1500mm

l Bath:
4mm acrylic in high gloss
208ltr capacity

l Bath height:
580mm

l Extra feature:
stylish handle on over
bath screen
towel rail on front 
bath screen

adjustment 5mm toughened
glass

Item Size A Size B Size C Hand Aqualux Code
bath 1700mm 910mm 700mm left FBA0002AQU

1700mm 910mm 700mm right FBA0003AQU
front & end panel kit 1700mm n/a 700mm left FBA0005AQU

1700mm n/a 700mm right FBA0006AQU
front panel for recess fit 1700mm n/a n/a n/a FBA0004AQU

p-bath

Item Height Width Hand Aqualux Code
front bath screen with towel rail 1500mm 800mm left or right FBS0110AQU
over bath screen with handle 1500mm 660mm left or right FBS0111AQU

p-bath curved bath screens

p-bath right hand entry with front bath screen in polished silver effect

over bath
screen

front bath
screen

left hand
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p-bath left hand entry with front and over bath screens in polished silver effect
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New for 2008 is the frameless

Pura Radius bathscreen, a large

hinged bath screen in polished

silver effect finish with an

elegant, slimline bar towel rail

and integral glass shelving.

l Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Size:
950mm x 1500mm high

l Extra features:
towel rail
integral shelves

l Opening:
opens outwards only

radius
Pura

adjustment 8mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Panel

polished silver clear 279mm 837mm - 862mm FBS0151AQU

radius 

radius bath screen in
polished silver effect
with clear glass
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Echoing the sleek lines and frameless style of the Pura enclosures, this large hinged bath screen

has polished silver effect finish, slimline bar towel rail and integral glass shelving.

square
Pura

l Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Size:
950mm x 1500mm high

l Extra features:
towel rail
integral shelves

l Opening:
opens outwards only

adjustment 8mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Panel

polished silver clear 279mm 937mm - 962mm FBS0130AQU

square 

square bath screen in polished silver effect with clear glass
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New for 2008, the Pura 4-Fold bathscreen, designed to capture the sleek lines of the Pura shower

enclosure range. The frameless folding screens fold back to the wall allowing full access to the bath.

4-fold
Pura

4-fold bath screen in polished silver effect with clear glass

l Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Size:
850mm x 1500mm high

l Opening:
concertina folds

adjustment 8mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
polished silver clear 835mm - 850mm FBS0147AQU

4-fold 
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Exhibiting the superior styling, the

Energy Sail bath screen is hinged

to allow easier access to the bath.

Its modern frameless design

makes it easy to clean and it

comes with a few practical extras;

a towel rail and integral glass

shelves. 

sail
Energy

l Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Size:
890mm x 1500mm high

l Extra features:
towel rail
integral shelves

l Opening:
opens outwards only

sail bath screen in polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment 6mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Panel

white clear 186mm 880mm - 900mm FS21011AQU
polished silver clear 186mm 880mm - 900mm FS21010AQU

sail 
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Style and versatility are two of the key features of the Energy Oval bath screen.

The large hinged screen comes in a choice of polished silver or white frame

finishes with clear glass allowing it to blend into any bathroom.

l Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

l Glass pattern:
clear

l Size:
950mm x 1540mm high

l Extra features:
towel rail
integral shelves

l Opening:
opens outwards only

oval
Energy

adjustment 6mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Fixed Adjustment Aqualux Code
Panel

white clear 186mm 940mm - 960mm FS21016AQU
polished silver clear 186mm 940mm - 960mm FS21015AQU

oval 

oval bath screen in polished silver effect with clear glass
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The Square bathscreen is an

elegant addition to the Elite

Modern range. It has a polished

silver effect frame with a simple

frosted border.

square
Elite Modern

� Available frame finish:
polished silver effect

� Glass pattern:
frosted border

� Size:
820mm x 1500mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

square bath screen in polished silver effect with frosted border glass

adjustment 5mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
polished silver frosted border 810mm - 830mm FBS0145AQU

square
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The Half Framed Stepped bath

screen is a new design that

sports a subtle frosted pattern or

clear glass. This fixed panel adds

a touch of luxury to the bathroom

with its minimal design.

half framed stepped 
Elite Modern

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

� Size:
820mm x 1500mm high

� Extra feature:
towel rail

� Opening:
opens outwards only

half framed stepped bath screen in polished silver effect with frosted glass

adjustment 5mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear 810mm - 830mm FBS0066AQU
polished silver clear 810mm - 830mm FBS0067AQU
polished silver frosted 810mm - 830mm FBS0068AQU

half framed stepped 
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The Curved bath screen suits baths designed for a wider showering area. The modern

design and frosted pattern allow this screen to seamlessly blend with its surroundings.

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

� Size:
720mm x 1500mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

curved
Elite Modern

adjustment 5mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear 720mm - 760mm FS20900AQU
polished silver clear 720mm - 760mm FS20901AQU
polished silver frosted 720mm - 760mm FBS0065AQU

curved 

curved bath screen in polished silver effect with clear glass

frosted glass
pattern
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A gentle curved top and elegant design give the Elite Modern Sail bath screen a leading

edge in the bathroom. Available in polished silver and white with clear or frosted pattern

glass with a gentle curved towel rail. There is also an option with a straight bar towel rail

which is available in polished silver with clear glass only.

sail
Elite Modern

� Available frame finishes:
polished silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
frosted

� Size:
820mm x 1500mm high

� Extra feature:
towel rail

� Opening:
opens inwards and
outwards

sail bath screen in polished silver effect  with clear glass

adjustment 5mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear 810mm - 830mm FBS0063AQU
polished silver clear 810mm - 830mm FS21025AQU
polished silver frosted 810mm - 830mm FBS0064AQU
polished silver* clear 810mm - 830mm FBS0042AQU
* see inset photography for alternative towel rail

sail 

sail bath screen in polished silver effect
with clear glass and alternative towel rail
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radius
The Radius bath screen

comes as a frameless glass

panel with a choice of

polished silver effect, white 

or gold colour hinge packs.

The frameless panel is

modern, easy to clean and

fits either end of the bath.

Elite Classic

radius bath screen with frosted glass and polished silver effect hinge pack

� Available hinge finishes:
polished silver effect
white
gold

� Glass patterns:
clear
or frosted

� Size:
850mm x 1380mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

adjustment 5mm
toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

frosted glass
pattern

Glass Aqualux Code
clear FS6130AQU
frosted FBS0062AQU

radius glass 
Frame Finish Height Aqualux Code
white 1380mm FS6150AQU
polished silver 1380mm FS6160AQU
gold 1380mm FS6155AQU

radius hinge pack 
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New to the Aquarius range, the

frameless Sail bath screen is

gently curved, adding a touch 

of elegance to the bathroom.

Suitable for fixing to either end of

the bath. 

sail
Aquarius

� Available frame finish:
pearl silver effect

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
750mm x 1375mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

sail in polished silver effect with clear glass

adjustment 4mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
pearl silver clear 10mm FBS0104AQU

sail
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The modern Aquarius Oval bath screen is a large,

frameless screen in pearl silver effect frame finish.

Stylish and functional, the clear glass will give a light

and airy feel to any bathroom.

� Available frame finish:
pearl silver effect

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
800mm x 1400mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

oval
Aquarius

adjustment 4mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
pearl silver clear 10mm FBS0105AQU

oval 

oval bath screen in pearl silver effect with clear glass
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The Aquarius Square Half Frame is a simple, practical bath screen. Available in pearl silver it comes

complete with a towel rail and is suitable for fitting to either end of the bath.

square half frame
Aquarius

� Available frame finish:
pearl silver effect

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
750mm x 1375mm high

� Extra feature:
towel rail

� Opening:
opens outwards only

square half frame bath screen in pearl silver effect with clear glass

adjustment 4mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
pearl silver clear 10mm FBS0103AQU

square half frame 

showerblade glass cleaner
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Available in a choice of pearl silver effect or white frame finish with clear or ribbon glass, the 

Half Framed Radius is an elegant bath screen that will turn any bath into a fabulous shower.

half framed radius
Aquarius

� Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

� Glass patterns:
clear
ribbon

� Sizes:
800mm x 1400mm high

� Opening:
only outwards only

half framed radius bath screen in white 
with ribbon glass

adjustment 4mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white ribbon 10mm FS7325AQU
pearl silver clear 10mm FS9905AQU

half framed radius
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Aquarius

This easy sliding 2 panel bath screen

is a stylish alternative to the 4 and 7

fold options. Available in pearl silver

effect and white.

2 panel slider

� Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
820mm x 1275mm high

� Opening:
sliding

2 panel slider bath screen in pearl silver effect with clear glass

adjustment 4mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear 10mm FBS0080AQU
pearl silver clear 10mm FBS0081AQU

2 panel slider 

showerblade glass cleaner
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The 4-fold bath screen comes in a choice

of pearl silver, white and gold frame

finishes. Its clean lines and easy folding

system make it perfect for the smaller

bathroom and for use on curved baths.

4-fold
Aquarius

� Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
830mm x 1400mm high

� Opening:
concertina fold

4-fold bath screen in pearl silver effect with clear glass

adjustment 3mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear 825mm - 835mm FS6237AQU
pearl silver clear 825mm - 835mm FS6240AQU

4-fold 
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7-fold

The 7-fold is a durable and practical bath screen that

concertina folds away neatly to one side of the bath.

The ideal solution for use on curved baths.

7 fold bath screen in white with clear glass

Aquarius

adjustment 3mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

� Available frame finish:
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
1430mm x 1400mm high

� Opening:
concertina fold

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear 1425mm - 1435mm FS6250AQU

7-fold 
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half framed radius

The Euro Half Framed Radius is a clean, simple bath

screen that will create a light and airy showering area.

Euro

half framed radius in pearl silver with clear glass

� Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
750mm x 1375mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

4mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear none FS6450AQU
pearl silver clear none FS6460AQU

half framed radius
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showerblade glass cleaner

Euro Fully Framed is a great value

bath screen that comes in a

choice of pearl silver or white

frame finishes.

fully framed
Euro

� Available frame finishes:
pearl silver effect
white

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Size:
750mm x 1375mm high

� Opening:
opens outwards only

fully framed bath screen in white with clear glass

3mm toughened
glass

fits either end
of bath

Frame Finish Glass Adjustment Aqualux Code
white clear none FS6456AQU
pearl silver clear none FS6265AQU

fully framed
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For the ultimate in pampering, an Aqualux Steam

Cabin is the definitive choice. Not only is a session 

in an Aqualux Steam Cabin a pleasure in itself, with

the benefits of hydrotherapy and massage from the 

multiple jets, it can actually be good for you! Steam 

can aid weight loss, burning up to 300 calories a 

session, as well as detoxifying the skin, improving

circulation, relaxing tired muscles and reducing 

stress. Steam can even relieve respiratory problems 

and help to ease the pain and discomfort of arthritis.

Aqualux offers two ultra-chic ranges of steam 

cabin to help you relax in luxury from the demands 

of everyday life. 
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For those who demand excellent functionality with high-impact design, the Crysta Round

Steam Cabin has it all. Frameless styling is complemented with polished chrome effect

fittings and an aesthetic opaque glass back panel. There’s a stone effect single seat, 3kw

steam generator, hand shower and 6 body jets, radio and speaker with USB connector for

an MP3 player, a 8 inch diameter shower head with chrome finish. LCD touch screen control

panel and cleaning is easy with a built-in self-cleaning function. 

round steam cabin
Crysta

� Size:
900mm x 1000mm 

� Cabin finish:
silver

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
2250mm

� Features:
opaque glass back panel
single stone effect seat
multi function shower head
6 jets
thermostatic controls automatic
self-cleaning function
LED lights
radio
USB connector for MP3
venting fan
LCD touch screen control panel

Size Frame Glass Aqualux 
Finish Code

900mm x 1000mm silver clear FEN0666AQU

round steam cabin

6mm toughened
glass

round steam cabin

LCD touch screen control panel

Installation guidelines for Aqualux steam cabins

Specification:

Working voltage: 220 - 240 Volts

Power consumption: 2500 - 3800 Watts

Maximum current draw: 15.8 - 17.3 Amps

Water consumption: 900 - 1200 litres per hour

Working water pressure of steam generator: 0.75 Bar

Water supply requirement: separate hot and cold inputs are required, each at a
pressure of 1.5 - 3 Bar. NB: if the water pressure is below this range a twin negative
head pump must be used to boost the hot and cold supply,

A pump must not be used on the output of a combi boiler.

Installation guidelines:

150mm clearance must be allowed for between the cabin roof and ceiling to allow
adequate venting. It is essential that a fully qualified electrician and fully qualified
plumber install the unit in accordance with current regulations. The product requires
hard wiring into the mains.

door is not
reversible
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The Crysta Square Steam Cabin offers a spacious 880mm x 1000mm for the

ultimate showering experience. Frameless styling, with 6mm clear toughened

safety glass, white tray and ceiling with polished chrome effect fittings and an

aesthetic opaque glass back panel. It includes a stylishly practical single seat,

and a 3kw steam generator, as well as a hand shower and 6 body jets, radio

and speaker with USB connector for an MP3 player, an 8 inch diameter

shower head with chrome finish and LCD touch screen control panel. There is

also a built-in self-cleaning function and Crysta steam cabins come with a 2

year guarantee. 

square steam cabin
Crysta

� Size:
880mm x 1000mm x 2250mm
high

� Cabin finish:
silver

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
2250mm

� Features:
opaque glass back panel
single stone effect seat
multi function shower head
6 jets
thermostatic controls
automatic self-cleaning
function
LED lights
radio
USB connector for MP3
venting fan
LCD touch screen control
panel

Size Frame Finish Glass Aqualux Code

880mm x 1000mm silver clear FEN0665AQU

square steam cabin

6mm
toughened
glass

square steam cabin

controls

door is not
reversible
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The Quadrant Steam Cabin includes 6 body

massage jets to refresh and relax you, whilst the

steam will nourish and detoxify your skin to leave

you with a healthy glow and feeling of wellbeing.

quadrant

� Size:
900mm x 900mm
x 2200mm high

� Cabin finish:
silver

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
2200mm

� Features:
4 side massage jets
monsoon shower head
multi function 
shower head
single seat
light
rotating mirror
integral shelving
venting fan
radio with speakers

quadrant steam cabin

Florenta

Size Frame Glass Aqualux 
Finish Code

900mm x 900mm silver clear FEN0661AQU

quadrant steam cabin

5mm toughened
glass
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Retreat to the Off-set Quadrant Steam Cabin and let the steam soothe and relax tired aching muscles whilst listening to your favourite

radio show. For those trying to loose a little weight, each session can burn up to 300 calories.

off-set quadrant

� Size:
900mm x 1200mm
x 2200mm high

� Cabin finish:
silver

� Glass pattern:
clear

� Height:
2200mm

� Features:
4 side massage jets
monsoon shower
head
multi function
shower head
single seat
light
rotating mirror
integral shelving
venting fan
radio with speakers

off-set quadrant steam cabin left hand entry option

Florenta

Size Hand Frame Glass Aqualux Code
Entry Finish

900mm x 1200mm left silver clear FEN0663AQU
900mm x 1200mm right silver clear FEN0664AQU

off-set quadrant steam cabin

left or right
hand options
available

left hand
option

right hand
option

5mm
toughened
glass
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1. Contract Terms
Unless other terms and conditions are expressly accepted by the Seller by means of a specific
written amendment hereto signed by the Seller or a director of the Seller the contract will be on
the terms and conditions set out below and overleaf (“the Contract Terms”) to the exclusion of
any other terms and conditions (except those implied in favour of a seller which are not
inconsistent with the Contract Terms) whether or not the same are endorsed upon, delivered
with or referred to in any purchase order or other document delivered or sent by the Buyer to
the Seller. Any reference overleaf to the Buyer’s order, specification or like document will not be
deemed to imply that any terms or conditions endorsed upon, delivered with or referred to in
such order, specification or like document will have effect to the exclusion or amendment of the
Contract Terms.

2. Quotations
2.1 Any quotation is given on the basis that no contract will come into existence until the Seller
despatches an acknowledgement of order to the Buyer or effects delivery whichever is earlier.
2.2 A quotation by the Seller does not constitute an offer and the Seller reserves the right to
withdraw or revise the same at any time prior to the Seller’s acknowledgement of an order.
2.3 Any quotation is valid for a period of 30 days only from its date provided that the Seller has
not previously withdrawn it.

3. Delivery
3.1 The Seller will endeavour to deliver the goods to be supplied under the contract (“the
Goods” which expression includes any of them or any part of them) within the time agreed and
if no time is agreed within a reasonable time, but in no circumstances will the seller be liable for
loss or damage of any kind whatsoever caused directly or indirectly by any delay in the delivery
of the Goods, nor unless such delay exceeds 30 days will any delay entitle the Buyer to
terminate or rescind the contract.
3.2 The Seller may make delivery by instalments.
3.3 The delivery will be made ex the Seller’s works and the contract price is calculated on that
basis unless the parties agree otherwise.
3.4 No claim for shortages will be considered unless the delivery paperwork is so marked at the
time of delivery and the buyer confirms such complaint in writing within 7 days of delivery. No
claim for damage will be considered unless the Seller is advised in writing within 7 days of
delivery. In the absence of such advice the Buyer will be deemed to have accepted the Goods.
No claim for non-delivery will be considered unless the Seller is advised in writing, within 21
days of the date of the Seller’s invoice.Any claim for damage, shortages or non-delivery shall
also be notified to the carriers by the Buyer in the manner and within the appropriate time limit
prescribed by the carriers’ terms and conditions.
3.5 In the event of failure by the Buyer to give the appropriate notice or notices as specified in
Clause 3.4, the Buyers’ claim will be deemed to have been waived and will be absolutely barred.

4. Blanket Orders
The following provisions will apply where the Seller supplies the Goods under a blanket order
received from the Buyer:-
4.1 if the order is a scheduled order where the maximum quantity of goods required and the
approximate dates (including the terminal date) on which the requirements will be called off are
specified, the whole order will be treated as a single contract upon the Contract Terms.
4.2 if the order is a non-scheduled order where the maximum quantity of Goods required or
where the appropriate call off dates are not specified, each call of will be deemed to conclude
a separate contract upon the Contract Terms.
4.3 if the order is a non-scheduled order where the appropriate call off dates are not specified,
the Seller may require the Buyer to accept delivery of the maximum quantity of Goods required
within twelve months of the date of the contract. Without limiting the generality of any of the
other Contract Terms the Seller will not be under any liability to the Buyer if at the time of any
call off by the Buyer the Seller is unable for whatever reason to supply Goods in accordance
with the Buyer’s requirements.

5. Guarantee and Exclusion Clauses
5.1 Where the Seller is not the manufacturer of the Goods the Seller will endeavour to transfer
to the Buyer the benefit of any warranty or guarantee given by the manufacturer.
5.2 In respect of all goods manufactured by the Seller the Seller will honour the printed
warranties relating to those goods and a copy of the warranty relating to the Goods is attached
to these Conditions and is available upon request. In respect of other goods where there are no
printed warranties the Seller will free of charge within a period of 12 months from the date of
despatch repair or at its option replace any Goods which are proved to the reasonable
satisfaction of the Seller to be defective in material or workmanship provided that this obligation
will not apply where:-
5.2.1 the Goods have been altered in any way whatsoever or have been subjected to misuse or
unauthorised repair;
or
5.2.2 the Goods have been improperly installed (unless the Seller carried out such installation
and connection); or 
5.2.3 the Buyer has failed to observe any maintenance requirements relating to the Goods; or
5.2.4 the Buyer has failed to notify the Seller of any defect or suspected defect within 14 days
of the same coming to the knowledge of the Buyer. Any Goods replaced will belong to the
Seller. Any repaired or replacement Goods will be guaranteed on these terms for the unexpired
portion of the twelve month period.
5.3 SAVE AS PROVIDED IN CLAUSE 5.2 THE SELLER WILL BE UNDER NO LIABILITY UNDER
THE CONTRACT FOR ANY PERSONAL INJURY, DEATH, LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND

WHATSOEVER (OTHER THAN DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM THE
SELLER’S NEGLIGENCE) WHETHER CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHERWISE INCLUDING BUT
NOT LIMITED TO LOSS OF PROFITS AND THE SELLER HEREBY EXCLUDES ALL
CONDITIONS, WARRANTIES AND STIPULATIONS EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, STATUTORY,
CUSTOMARY OR OTHERWISE WHICH BUT FOR SUCH EXCLUSION WOULD OR MIGHT
SUBSIST IN FAVOUR OF THE BUYER EXCEPT THAT SUCH EXCLUSION WILL NOT APPLY
TO:-
5.3.1 ANY IMPLIED CONDITION THAT THE SELLER HAS OR WILL HAVE THE RIGHT TO SELL
THE GOODS WHEN THE PROPERTY IS TO PASS; OR
5.3.2 WHEN THE BUYER DEALS AS A CONSUMER (AS DEFINED IN SECTION 12 OF THE
UNFAIR CONTRACT TERMS ACT 1977),ANY IMPLIED TERM RELATING TO THE
CONFORMITY OF THE GOODS WITH THEIR DESCRIPTION OR SAMPLE OR AS TO THEIR
QUALITY OR FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE.
5.4 IN NO CIRCUMSTANCES WILL THE SELLER OR ITS EMPLOYEES,AGENTS OR SUB-
CONTRACTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE OF ANY KIND WHATSOEVER
(OTHER THAN DEATH OR PERSONAL INJURY RESULTING FROM THE SELLER’S
NEGLIGENCE) WHETHER CONSEQUENTIAL OR OTHERWISE CAUSED DIRECTLY OR
INDIRECTLY BY ANY NEGLIGENCE OR OTHER TORTIOUS ACT OR BREACH OF STATUTORY
DUTY ON THE PART OF THE SELLER OR ON THE PART OF ANY OF ITS EMPLOYEES,
AGENTS OR SUBCONTRACTORS IN CONNECTION WITH OR ARISING OUT OF THE
MANUFACTURE OR SUPPLY OF THE GOODS OR IN CONNECTION WITH ANY STATEMENT
GIVEN OR MADE (OR ADVICE NOT GIVEN OR MADE) BY OR ON BEHALF OF THE SELLER.

6. Risk
Notwithstanding any other Contract Term, risk in the Goods shall pass to the Buyer when the
Goods are delivered to the Buyer or its agent.

7. Property in the Goods
7.1 The property (both legal and equitable) in the Goods shall not pass to the Buyer until
7.1.1 the purchase price of the Goods has been paid in full; and
7.1.2 payment to the Seller of any sum which is at the date of the contract or may thereafter
become due or owing from the Buyer to the Seller.
7.2 Until property in the Goods has passed to the Buyer or until delivery of the Goods to a third
party pursuant to the permission given below, the Buyer will hold the Goods in a fiduciary
capacity, will not obliterate any identifying mark on the Goods or their packaging and will keep
the Goods separate from any other goods.
7.3 Prior to the property in the Goods passing to the Buyer the Seller permits the Buyer to
deliver the Goods to a third party pursuant to a bona fide and arms-length agreement to re-sell
the Goods but such liberty will cease upon the termination of the contract.
7.4 Where the Seller is unable to determine whether any goods are the Goods the Buyer shall
be deemed to have sold all goods of the kind sold by the Seller to the Buyer in the order in
which they were invoiced to the Buyer.
7.5 
7.5.1 The Seller may at any time after payment for the Goods has become due take possession
of the Goods (which for the avoidance of doubt will include the right to stop the Goods in transit)
and remove them and the Buyer shall be deemed to have granted irrevocable authority to the
Seller to enter upon the Buyer’s premises or other premises where the Goods may be by its
employees or agents to take possession of the Goods and (if necessary) to dismantle the
Goods from anything to which they are attached.
7.5.2 If prior to the expiry of 7 days from the date when the Seller has taken possession of the
Goods the Buyer pays all sums then due or owing to the Seller together with the costs of re-
taking possession of the Goods, the Seller will re-deliver the Goods to the Buyer at the Buyer’s
expense. If within the 7 day period the Buyer fails to pay all sums then due or owing to the
Seller, the Seller may re-sell the Goods and shall pay to the Buyer the balance of any sums
received upon the re-sale of the Goods after deducting all sums due or owing from the Buyer
to the Seller and the costs of taking possession of and re-selling the Goods save that if the
sums so received by the Seller do not exceed all sums due or owing from the Buyer to the Seller
and the costs of taking possession of and re-selling the Goods the Buyer will pay to the Seller
any shortfall.
7.6 If the Buyer sells the Goods before the property in them passes to the Buyer, the Buyer will
hold the debt due to the Buyer resulting from the sale of the same in a fiduciary capacity and
will promptly account to the Seller for the proceeds of any such re-sale and, prior to paying
such proceeds to the Seller, the Buyer will hold the same in a fiduciary capacity keeping the
same separate from its other monies. On receiving such proceeds the Seller will return to the
Buyer any sum received in excess of the total of all sums due or owing from the Buyer to the
Seller at the date of receipt by the Seller of such proceeds of sale.
7.7 The Seller will have the right to maintain an action against the Buyer for the price of the
Goods notwithstanding that property in the Goods has not passed.
7.8 Nothing in the contract will constitute the Buyer the agent or the Seller in respect of any re-
sale of the Goods by the Buyer so as to confer upon a third party rights against the Seller.

8. Price
8.1 The contract price is based on the costs of materials, labour, sub-contracts, transport,
taxes, duties and currency exchange rates ruling at the date of the quotation. The Seller
reserves the right to amend the contract price to take account of any variations in these costs
or the imposition of any new taxes or duties occurring from whatever cause before delivery of
the Goods.
8.2 Unless expressly stated otherwise all prices are exclusive of V.A.T. which shall be charged
at the rate and in the manner prescribed by law from time to time.

terms and conditions of sale
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9. Payment
9.1 9.1.1 Where no account has been agreed by the Seller the Goods will not be delivered until
the Seller is paid the amount shown on the pro-forma invoice relating to the Goods.
9.1.2 Where an account has been agreed the Seller may in its absolute discretion set and alter
the Buyer’s credit limit and the Seller reserves the right not to deliver the Goods if the price
thereof increases the amount owed by the Buyer to the Seller beyond the Buyer’s credit limit.
9.1.3 When an account has been agreed and the price of the Goods together with all other
indebtedness of the Buyer to the Seller does not exceed the Buyer’s credit limit the price will
become payable upon delivery and payment will be made by the Buyer within 30 days of the
date of the Seller’s invoice otherwise agreed in writing.
9.2 Interest at an annual rate of 5% above National Westminster Bank plc Base Rate from time
to time will accrue daily and be calculated on a daily basis on overdue accounts from the date
of invoice until payment.
9.3 Notwithstanding any Contract Term allowing the Buyer credit payment shall become due and
payable to the Seller immediately upon the termination of the contract.
9.4 Where the Buyer makes default under the contact or any other contract with the Seller in
payment on the due date of any sum to the Seller, the Seller without liability may postpone any
delivery or may cancel the contract or any other contract between the Seller and the Buyer but
without prejudice to any right or remedy which the Seller may have against the Buyer in respect
of such default.
9.5 The Seller will be entitled to payment for all instalments of Goods delivered to the Buyer
whether under a blanket order or otherwise.
9.6 The Seller shall at any time be entitled to appropriate any payment made by the Buyer in
respect of any goods in settlement of such invoices or accounts in respect of such goods as the
Seller may in its absolute discretion think fit notwithstanding any purported appropriation to the
contrary by the Buyer.

10. Lien
The Seller will (without prejudice to any other remedy available to it) have in respect of all unpaid
debts due from the Buyer a general lien on all goods (whether or not the property of the Buyer)
in the possession of the Seller for whatever purpose and whether worked upon or not and be
entitled upon the expiration of not less than 14 days notice in writing to the Buyer to dispose of
such property and to apply the proceeds towards the satisfaction of such debts.

11. Cancellation
11.1 If the Buyer cancels, extends or delays or purports to cancel, extend or delay the Contract,
or part thereof, or fails to take delivery of any Goods at the time agreed (if any) or if no time is
agreed within a reasonable time, then the Buyer will be liable (without prejudice to any other
rights of the Seller to claim damages) to indemnify and keep indemnified the Seller against any
resulting loss, damage or expense incurred by the Seller in connection with the supply or
nonsupply of the Goods including the cost of any material, plant or tools used or intended to be
used therefor and the cost of labour and other overheads including a percentage in respect of
profit.
11.2 If the Seller is unable (whether temporarily or permanently) to procure any services or goods
necessary to enable it to supply the Goods or if the supply of the Goods is prevented or hindered
by reason of any cause beyond the Seller’s reasonable control which for the avoidance of doubt
and without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing shall include governmental action, war,
riot, commotion, fire, flood, epidemic, labour disputes including labour disputes involving the
work force or any part thereof of the Seller, restraints or delays affecting shipping or carriers,
currency restrictions and Act of God, the Seller may cancel or suspend the contract by notice in
writing to the Buyer so far as it relates to Goods not then supplied or work not then done or
extend the time of its performance by a period equivalent to that during which performance by
the Seller has been prevented by the circumstances hereinbefore referred to, in the case of any
cancellation, suspension or extension by the Seller this will not give rise to any claims by the
Buyer provided that the Buyer shall remain liable to pay for Goods delivered prior to the date of
such cancellation.

12. Storage
If the Buyer fails to take delivery of the Goods when they are ready for delivery the Seller may, at
its option, either store them itself or have them stored by third parties on such terms as the Seller
may in its absolute discretion think fit. In any event the cost of storage will be borne by the Buyer
and insofar as the storage is done by the Seller then such cost will be the Seller’s storage
charges current at the time of storage. The cost together with any additional insurance or double
handling charges will be added to and form part of the price for the Goods.

13. Specification or Design
13.1 Where the Goods are manufactured in accordance with information or drawings supplied
by the Buyer or to his design or specification or where standard goods of the Seller are altered
in accordance with the Buyer’s instructions:–
13.1.1 no guarantee or warranty is given by the Seller as to practicability, efficiency, safety or
otherwise of the Goods (this being without prejudice to any other of the Contract Terms).
13.1.2 the Buyer will indemnify and keep the Seller indemnified against all liability incurred by the
Seller as a result of:
13.1.2.1 such goods infringing any intellectual property right including without prejudice to the
generality of the foregoing patents registered designs and copyright or the provision of any
statute, statutory instrument or regulation.
13.1.2.2 any impracticability, inefficiency or lack of safety or other defects in the Goods where
such defect is due (whether in whole or in part) to faults or omissions in such information,
drawings, design, specification or instructions.

13.2 No variation in the specification or design of any Goods which in the reasonable opinion of
the Seller does not affect the suitability of the Goods for the purpose for which they are supplied
by the Seller will constitute a breach of contract or impose upon the Seller any liability
whatsoever.
13.3 The Seller will be under no liability whatsoever to the Buyer in respect of any loss damage
or claim incurred by or made against the Buyer should any goods supplied by the Seller infringe
any intellectual property right including without prejudice to the generality of the foregoing
patents registered designs and copyright or the provision of any statute statutory instrument or
regulation.
13.4 Unless otherwise agreed in writing all patterns, drawings, tools or other similar items
produced or other property (whether intellectual property or not) owned or created by the Seller
will remain the property of the Seller and must not be used or copied by the Buyer.
13.5 Where it is agreed that ownership in any data, patterns, drawings, tools or other similar
items is to pass to the Buyer property shall only pass when such items have been paid for by the
Buyer in full.

14. Promotional Material
No drawings, descriptive matter, weights, dimensions or shipping specifications issued by the
Seller or the manufacturer of the Goods, nor the descriptions and illustrations contained in the
Seller’s or manufacturer’s catalogues, price lists or other promotional material will form part of
the contract nor be regarded as a warranty or representation relating to the Goods.

15. Right of Re-sale
If the Buyer defaults in accepting delivery of or paying for the Goods, the Seller reserves the right
to re-sell the Goods or any of them to a third-party without giving notice to the Buyer of the
Seller’s intention to re-sell.

16. Set-off
The Buyer will have no right of set-off, statutory or otherwise.

17. Termination
17.1 The Contract will terminate immediately upon the happening of any one or more of the
following, namely, that the Buyer has had a bankruptcy order made against him or has made an
arrangement of composition with his creditors or otherwise taken the benefit of any Act for the
time being in force for the relief of insolvent debtors or (being a body corporate) has had
convened a meeting of creditors (whether formal or informal) or has entered into liquidation
(whether voluntary or compulsory) except a solvent voluntary liquidation for the purpose only of
reconstruction or amalgamation or has a receiver manager administrator or administrative
receiver appointed of is undertaking or any part thereof or a resolution has been passed or a
petition presented to any Court for the winding-up of the Buyer or for the granting of an
administration order in respect of the Buyer or any proceedings have been commenced relating
to the insolvency or possible insolvency of the Buyer.
17.2 The contract will terminate immediately upon service of written notice of termination by the
Seller on the Buyer on the happening of any one or more of the following, namely, that the Buyer
has suffered or allowed any execution whether legal or equitable to be levied on his/its property
or obtained against him/it or has failed to observe or perform any of its obligations or duties
under the contract or any other contract between the Seller and the Buyer or is unable to pay its
debts within the meaning of Section 123 of the Insolvency Act 1986 or the Buyer has ceased to
trade.
17.3 The Seller’s rights contained in the clause headed “Property in the Goods” (but not the
Buyer’s rights) shall continue beyond the discharge of the parties primary obligations under the
contract consequent upon its termination.
17.4 The termination of the contract howsoever arising will be without prejudice to the rights and
duties of either party accrued prior to termination.

18. Export
Where the goods are to be exported to the Buyer:–
18.1 The Uniform Laws on International Sales Act 1967 shall not apply to this contract.
18.2 Payment will be made in Pounds Sterling in England or such other currency as may be
agreed.
18.3 The Goods will be sold ex works unless otherwise agreed in writing.

19. General
19.1 The Seller will be entitled to assign sub-contract or sub-let the contract or any part thereof.
19.2 Failure by the Seller to enforce any of the Contract Terms will not be construed as a waiver
of any of its rights hereunder.
19.3 In relation to all obligations of the Buyer under the contract the time of performance is of
the essence.
19.4 The legal construction of these clauses shall not be affected by their headings which are for
convenience of reference only.

20. English Law
The formation, interpretation and operation of the contract will be subject to English Law and the
Buyer submits himself to the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.
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guarantee
Aqualux have a reputation for quality and reliability, 

so whichever showering product you chose it will

come with an Aqualux guarantee. 

All toughened glass conforms to EN 12150-1:2000.

ISO 9001 2000 registered company.

ISO 14001 2004 registered company.

product development
Due to continued product development 

Aqualux Products Limited reserve the right 

to alter specifications without prior notice. 

All details correct at time of going to press.

All images, illustrations and information

contained within this brochure are the

property of Aqualux Products Limited

and cannot be reproduced without 

prior written consent. This applies to 

use in any form of medium, both written

and electronic.

  

 

AquaSpace and

Pura enclosures carry 

a lifetime guarantee.

All other shower

enclosures and bath 

screens are backed by

a ten year guarantee. 

All Tuff-trays are covered

by a 12 month guarantee.

Crysta and Florenta

steam cabins are

covered by a 2 year

guarantee.
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